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LEADER CHALLENGE, 8 PARTIES SHAKE

Lin Xixi was taken aback for a moment, and then showed a surprise.

The black-haired girl's eyes lit up: "You came here so soon?! Could no
one stop you?"

Lu Yuan thought about the two groups of people he met before, and
smiled:

"Yes, yes, but too weak to stop me."

He glanced at the wounds on the three of them, frowning slightly:

"It hurts a bit badly. Where's the healing potion?"

"It's used up...I met a few very strong guys, the leader is stronger. It's all
luck that we can escape until now."

Lin Xixi's face is ugly.

Lu Yuan showed a dazed expression.

He took out some powerful healing potions and a few bottles of powerful
spiritual potions and handed them to them.

"Drink, I'll take you away. I have to speed up a little bit. On the other side,
there seems to be someone called your Highness to move that might be
quite strong, and I may not be able to keep you."

Upon hearing Lu Yuan's words, the three of Lin Xixi's eyes widened.
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The black-haired girl was surprised: "Did you meet that Highness Qiang
Qian?! That guy is a monster, his strength is terrifying, and his combat
power must be leader-level or even lord-level!"

Lu Yuan shook his head: "Yangqian didn't touch it, but I bumped into two
of the four cornerstones."

"You hit the four cornerstones? Can't they stop you?"

Lin Xixi and the three were shocked.

Lu Yuan smiled: "I said I am very strong."

The three of them were still a little shocked, but they also knew that the

situation was urgent now, and they all drank the potion.

"Let's go."

Lu Yuan glanced at the communication crystal and moved in the direction
of Amy.

When Amy told Lu Yuan to come to rescue someone, she herself was
rushing here.

He felt a little heavy.

Although I didn't come across that transfer, if it was really like the black-
haired girl Zhu Yu said, it would be troublesome if it was a leader-level or
even a lord-level.

It would be okay if it was at the leader level. Lu Yuan's own combat power
was at the leader level, and even if he exploded with all his strength, it
would be slightly stronger than the leader level.



If he were at the lord level, Lu Yuan could only protect himself with
various hole cards. It would be unrealistic to want to protect Lin Xixi and
the three.

Now Lu Yuan hopes Amy can come over soon.

If he and Amy join forces, even at the lord level, they can beat it.

Lin Xixi and the three of them also noticed Lu Yuan's somewhat solemn
expressions, and they all nodded and moved forward with Lu Yuan.

…………

Outside the complicated alley, he moved up and looked at the distance, his
face extremely cold.

Yang Nan and the other one of the Four Cornerstones, the only female
Kaman Shui Lian, fell silent.

After the atmosphere fell silent, Yang Nan stepped forward and said:

"Your Highness, let me go with Shui Lian."

Yangqian shook his head:

"You are not that human opponent."

"Are you going to let him go?"

Shui Lian's face was a little unwilling.

Qian Yang thought about it, and said:

"Even if it is me, it is impossible to take down that human in a short time.
The time in the ruin world is limited. Our main goal now is to attack more

floating cities. There is no need to spend time on this human for the time



being. With his strength, he will go to the core area sooner or later, so it's
better to clean him up there. It just so happens that during this period of
time let him help me collect some treasures. Now, let him go."

Hearing Yang Qian's words, Shui Lian and Yang Nan looked at each other
and said nothing.

moved his arms around his chest, and said: "Let our people come back, the
remaining little mice... even if they are lucky. We should go elsewhere."

"Yes!!"

…………

Lu Yuan took Lin Xixi and the three of them through the alley, but there
was not a single Kaman along the way.

Lin Xixi and the three of them are a little confused.

Zhu Yu said:

"What's the matter? What about the people who have been chasing us

before?"

Alice is already able to walk on her own right now, she glanced at Lu Yuan
and smiled:

"Is it scared by Mr. Lei Feng that he dare not chase us down."

Lin Xixi's face is still solemn:

"Don't be too happy, we haven't gone far yet."

After hearing Lin Xixi's words, Alice and Zhu Yu's faces became serious
again.



Soon, Lu Yuan took Lin Xixi and the three people out of the particularly
dense steel high-rise area.

glanced at the alley behind him, after still no one chased it out, Lin Xixi
and the three were relieved.

"It seems that they really didn't plan to come and kill us."

Zhu Yu smiled.

Lin Xixi relaxed and looked at Lu Yuan, feeling a little embarrassed.

She had been wary of Lu Yuan before, but she didn't expect to be rescued
by him.

"Mr. Lei, thank you for saving the three of us."

Lu Yuan glanced at Lin Xixi, then smiled:

"You are polite, you are Amy's subordinates, I have to help, right?"

Lin Xixi felt even more ashamed when he heard this.

After , Lu Yuan led Lin Xixi and the three to move in the direction where
Amy was.

After half a day, three days have passed since I entered the El Mechanical
Ruins.

On a street, Lu Yuan led Lin Xixi and the three to kill a group of genetic
warriors who sneaked on them.

At this moment, Amy’s voice came from a distance:

"Lei Feng Lei Feng!! Xixi! Here!"



Lu Yuan and the four raised their heads and saw Amy running towards
them with more than a dozen former members of the adventure group.

Lin Xixi, Zhu Yu and Alice's eyes lit up and hurriedly greeted them.

"Miss!"

Amy ran to the three of them and looked at them.

"Well, are you all right?"

Lin Xixi nodded: "It's okay, thanks to Mr. Lei."

Lin Xixi turned to look at Lu Yuan, with a trace of worship in her eyes.

I wish Yu and Alice the same.

On the way, they can be regarded as seeing with their own eyes how strong

Lu Yuan is.

Proper leader-level combat power.

Along the way, no matter what opponent they encountered, they basically
crushed it all the way, and the three of them hardly had a chance to shoot.

Amy looked at Lu Yuan and found that Lu Yuan was still picking up things,
she couldn't help but pouted:

"Lei Feng! My lady is here, why didn't you come to welcome me? Isn't
this lady not attractive with those bottles of gene fluid?"

Lu Yuan has picked up the gene fluid from a place, he looked at Amy,
thought about it, his expression tangled:

"This question is a bit difficult to answer."



"Wow, you bastard!"

Amy was immediately unhappy.

Angrily stared at Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan smiled: "Just kidding, don't be angry. Of course Amy is more
attractive."

"Humph!"

Amy has hands on her hips, with a smug look on her face: "This lady
knows."

Lin Xixi all looked ashamed when they saw Amy.

My lady is too stupid.

Lu Yuan looked at the proud Amy, smiled and asked:

"Are there any other people who haven't assembled?"

Amy paused, and shook her head somewhat disappointed: "A few are dead,
and the ones who are still alive have gathered."

Lu Yuan nodded: "Do you have any plans next?"

Amy thought about it and looked at Lu Yuan:

"Lei Feng, what do you think?"

Lu Yuan glanced at a floating city not far away in the sky.

He squinted his eyes: "Among the El Mechanical Ruins, the floating city
has the most resource treasures, right? Let's go to the floating city. With

the strength of the two of us, there should be no problem."



Amy's eyes lit up and nodded: "Okay! This young lady thinks so too!"

Everyone began to move in the direction of the floating city.

Lu Yuan and Amy joined together, and their combat power increased
greatly.

When they were in the foggy forest, they fought together, and they
cooperated very well.

Amy uses Tianluo Wisteria to control her opponent, and Lu Yuan can go
up and kill her.

Now Amy has also burned a new gene, the poison gene named "Emerald
Scythe".

This gene makes Amy's Tianluo wisteria attach a deadly poison.

It is a pity that the mechanical guards here are all made of metal and are
immune to toxins.

Of course, when dealing with genetic warriors, it's a bundle and a
standard.

With Lu Yuan's frontal attack ability, coupled with Amy's control and
poisoning ability, it can be said that the gods block and kill the gods and
the gods block and kill the Buddha all the way.

almost all the genetic warriors of the team encountered were killed by two
of them.

There are more and more spiritual power gene liquids harvested, and there
are even many optimized spiritual power gene liquids.

was divided by them.



…………

only half a day.

Lu Yuan and Amy brought Lin Xixi and a few people to the area near the
floating city.

Right below the Floating City, there is a tall building with a height of one
thousand meters.

There is an elevator to the floating city at the top of the tall building.

There are many aircraft floating in the air area where the aerial elevator is
located.

There are four 500-meter-high buildings near the kilometer-high building,
and on the side, all of them are 100-meter-high buildings, and there are a
total of twelve.

Lu Yuan looked at these tall buildings expectantly.

There are treasures of the level of optimized spiritual power gene liquid
equivalent to 500,000 first-order spiritual crystals in the 100-meter high
building, and there are a total of twelve here.

plus a five-hundred-meter-high building and a thousand-meter-high
building.

It is conceivable that the resources here will be quite abundant.

Even Amy has some expectations.

"Lei Feng, let's go! Don't let others get ahead!"

She pulled the landing edge and ran towards the tall buildings with her
short legs.



Lin Xixi and several others also hurriedly followed.

All 100-meter-high buildings, 500-meter-high buildings and
1,000-meter-high buildings are connected together.

There is only one street leading to this group of tall buildings.

Lu Yuan and Amy's group ran on this street.

At the end of the street, there is a huge square with a radius of about two
kilometers.

There are hundreds of mechanical guards patrolling in the square, and four
mechanical warriors over three meters high are leading the team.

At the gate, there was a mechanical warrior over five meters high guarding
him.

Beside the mechanical warrior, there are four giant mechanical dogs with a
height of more than two meters lying on the ground.

Lu Yuan glanced across the square, and finally set his eyes on the
mechanical warrior who was more than five meters high.

His brows frowned slightly.

Until now, no one has cleared this square, which obviously makes sense.

Hundreds of mechanical guards, equivalent to the first-tier pinnacle elite.

The four mechanical warriors over three meters high are all the top leaders
of Tier 1.

The strength of the four mechanical dogs is probably not worse than the
mechanical warriors.



The strongest should be the mechanical warrior who is more than five
meters high.

The mechanical warrior who is more than three meters high is already the
top leader of Tier 1.

More than five meters high, this is probably a leader-level powerhouse.

Even if Lu Yuan looked at the mechanical warrior, he felt a lot of pressure.

If he were alone, with his strong defense and natural seed recovery,
coupled with infinite spiritual power, he might be able to slowly grind
these mechanical guards to death.

But it will definitely take a long time.

Fortunately, Lu Yuan is not alone now.

Amy looked at the mechanical warriors on the square, with a hint of
eagerness in her purple eyes.

"Lei Feng! Are we going?"

Lu Yuan grinned, the epee in his hand appeared, and a crimson light
circulated around him.

"Old rules, I'll go first, you just need to follow me."

"good!"

Lu Yuan stepped into the square.

As soon as he stepped into the square, all the mechanical guards who were
patrolling had a meal and turned his head and looked over.



At the gate, the mechanical leader and four giant mechanical dogs also
looked over.

Hundreds of pairs of mechanical eyes changed from blue to red.

If someone with intensive phobia sees this scene, they may have a tingling
scalp.

Even Lu Yuan couldn't help but feel some pressure in his heart.

"Di! Di! Found a life form! Confirmed as an enemy! Perform cleaning

procedures!"

All the elite mechanical guards and the four mechanical bosses all raised
their weapons and fired dense energy bombs at the landing edge.

Especially the energy bomb fired by the mechanical boss, the surging
energy made Lu Yuan frowned slightly.

Thousands of energy bombs overwhelmed the sky, and the fluctuation of
spiritual power was like a tide, spreading in all directions.

For a while, Amy and Lin Xixi's faces changed slightly.

This kind of terrifying attack, even a first-tier leader-level warrior, I am
afraid they will feel desperate.

…………

A hundred-meter high-rise square is more than ten kilometers away from
the tall buildings below the floating city.

The square was full of the bodies of mechanical guards, and the
three-meter- high mechanical leader had been turned into scrap at the
moment, lying on the ground.



Six elven warriors were picking up the drop of the mechanical guard, with
smiles on their faces.

At this moment, the expressions of several elf warriors changed.

They turned their heads and looked in the direction of the kilometer-high
building at the same time.

In that direction, a strong energy wave emerged, almost forming a light
blue light source.

Headed by is a handsome, blond elf boy.

A hint of shock flashed in his eyes:

"Someone did something on the plaza under the floating city?!"

Beside him, an elf man who looks a bit similar to him is also shocked:

"The square under the floating city has eight mechanical bosses, more than
800 mechanical elites, and a terrifying mechanical leader. Who dares to

go up and do it?!"

Several other elves and young girls also joined the discussion.

"Yes, how can anyone dare to have such a strong lineup? The team we saw

yesterday had six boss fighters~www.mtlnovel.com~ They couldn't even
the first wave of attacks by those mechanical guards. Hold on!"

"What's more, it's that mechanical leader.Without the cooperation of forty

or fifty high-level boss-level powerhouses, it can't be eliminated at all?! Is
there a leader-level genius warrior here?!"

There was a lot of discussion.



"Behman, shall we go and see?"

The eyes of an elf boy were full of curiosity.

"Yes Beman! Although we are not opponents of those mechanical guards,
it should be okay to stand a little further and see the situation?"

Beman's eyes flashed, then nodded:

"Okay! Let's collect the treasures in the building first, and then go to see
the excitement!"

"Oh!!"

Several elf warriors all showed excited smiles.

is the same as these elven warriors.

Within twenty kilometers of the circle below the floating city, all the teams
that saw the anomaly approached the battle area one after another.

It is now the fourth day of the opening of the El Mechanical Ruins.

The strength of all the surviving teams will never be weak.

There are one or two first-order boss fighters among them.

Their strength may not be enough to challenge those mechanical guards,
but it does not prevent them from going to the theater.

Everyone is very curious, who on earth dares to challenge a mechanical
leader, eight mechanical bosses, and nearly a thousand elite mechanical
fighters!
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